
Manual of the App Vocable Box

Basic Functionality

Principally, the app consists of the sections (1) "Dictionary", (2) "Summary", 
(3) "Trainer", and (4) "Setup".

(1) The "Dictionary" includes the aggregated vocabulary of 
a single foreign language or all foreign languages together. 
Each entry consists of a native word or sentence and its 
translation, given as the appropriate foreign word or 
sentence. Additionally, the native and the foreign parts can 
be assigned custom word categories.

The dictionary is organized based on either the foreign or 
native language. That means it's all starting with the mother 
tongue and leading to the foreign language or vice versa. 
This implementation indicates that the app doesn't support 
translations between two foreign languages.

For each entry, the dictionary states how well the student has learned each particular 
vocable so far. Therefore, every entry listed includes a percentage (rating), which declares 
clearly and understandable, how well the student can memorize the translation of that 
vocable. Furthermore, the used percentage of a translation in the dictionary is dependent 
on the organization of the dictionary, resulting in the outcome that forward translations and 
back translations are handled separately.

As a result, that percentage might show that the student knows the translation of the word 
or sentence very well (90% or above). Furthermore, it could mean that particular 
translation has to be better trained further on (around 50%). Otherwise, that rating could 
indicate that the translation hasn't been learned sufficiently (below 50%).

The displayed entries of the dictionary can be filtered, respectively sorted using various 
criteria. Thus, it's possible to sort it by using the strongest or weakest entries of all given 
translations. Additionally, a foreign or native word category can be chosen to filter the 
displayed entries. Furthermore, the user can search the dictionary by entering a term in 
the native or foreign language.

(2) The "Summary" section grants a glimpse into the state 
of internalized knowledge. It shows which parts of the 
dictionary (word categories) are well trained, and which parts 
do need more exercise. Unlike in the dictionary, a claimed 
percentage in the summary doesn't represent a single 
translation, but a selection of translations instead. Each word 
category defines its unique selection of entries, which are 
using that category. Therefore, the word category's 
percentage stated is the arithmetical average over all 
attached translations.



Such a word category is, for example, the entire English vocabulary of the 3rd semester of 
the University of Applied Sciences (word category: "3rd sem. German - UAS").

(3) The "Trainer" tests a certain part (word category, 
random words, recently checked unit, ...) of the dictionary. 
Finally, it assesses how thoroughly the student has learned 
the prompted translations so far. Through the response of 
the user, saying if a vocable has been translated right or 
wrong, it updates the state of knowledge of that specific 
vocable. Therefore, for the training can be defined that the 
trainer prompts the weakest or strongest vocables in the first 
place.

Focusing on the most difficult flashcards matches the Leitner system, where the 
worst vocables are checked more frequently by ending up in the first box, after being 
translated wrong.

After the learning process, the dictionary is sorted correspondingly to the learning unit to 
visualize which vocables have been translated correctly or faulty. That way the student can 
overview what he has been recently learned. Any and all wrong answered, red highlighted 
entries of the sorted dictionary, should be instantly repeated. Following this learning 
methodology achieves the best progress.

(4) In the "Setup" is defined which languages and 
configuration properties Vocable Box uses. There has to 
exist a native language as well as at least a foreign language 
before new translations can be added or trained. In contrast 
to the native language, the number of foreign languages isn't 
limited. That's why the currently used foreign language in the 
app needs to be selected beforehand.

Any language has its word categories, which are specified by the user. 
He's able to assign the respective categories to the foreign and native parts of each 
suitable translation at any time. These categories are providing further information about 
the topic area, word class, word application, and learning unit.

It's, for example, practicable to use the categories "formal" and "informal" to distinguish 
business-related vocabulary from the language used in everyday life. After attaching the 
matching one of these two categories to all the entries in the dictionary, it's all set and 
done.

A user defined word category of any of the languages available in Vocable Box (native 
language or selected foreign language) respectively the category of all entries "*" of a 
language, which is created by the app, can be exported into a file ("file.vocbox") and 
shared. In doing so, Email, iMessage, and AirDrop or copying that vocable file from the 
Mac/PC to the iCloud Drive/VocableBox/Import directory is supported.



That enables the user to import all translation, inclusively the attached categories, from 
such a vocabulary file into his dictionary by using the App's import functionality. Therefore, 
Vocable Box offers the import configuration assistant, which makes the process as 
straightforward and painless as possible. All ambiguities are revealed to the user.

Such as:
- a native language, which is different than the native language of the vocable file
- multiple foreign languages sharing the same language name but using a distinct 
language region e.g. Deutsch / DE and Deutsch / CH
- etc.

Before importing the user decides with the support of the assistant, if the wants to map the 
imported foreign language to any foreign language available or if a new entry for that 
language should be created. In the situation, where it's a non-conforming native language 
that has nothing in common with the used native language of the app, he should abort the 
import process at any given time.

Settings

Definition of the Languages

Before you can use the app you have to 
setup your spoken native language, as well 
as at least one foreign language. A language 
consists of a unique name (given in that 
particular language e.g. "English"). Optionally, 
a language may use a two-digit country code, 
which identifies the language region  (e.g. 
"US" for the United States, "CA" for Canada, 
"GB" for United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, etc.). After you have 
defined/selected any language with a valid 
country code (ISO 3166 ALPHA 2), the 
corresponding flag of that country gets 
displayed.

After you've entered your mother tongue, as 
well as optionally the matching country code, 
you touch the button "Define" to set up that 
base language.

Then you type in your first foreign language and press "Enter", respectively "Tab" when 
using a hardware keyboard. When you touch on any of these input keys ("Enter", "Tab"), 
the text input cursor jumps to the next empty input field. That's the country code text field 
of the foreign language, where you should enter the appropriate country code. 
Subsequently, you touch on the button "Add New" to add your foreign language to the list 
of foreign languages, displayed straight below. 

The app doesn't restrict the amount of allowed foreign languages in number. As a result, 
you can repeat these steps of adding a foreign language to include further languages.



Finally, you have to select the app's currently enabled foreign language by touching the 
corresponding language (row in the listing of foreign languages). You can validate your 
previous choice made because it's displayed right under the listing of foreign languages.

When you want to delete any foreign language, that language gets removed with a swipe 
to the left. After swiping the corresponding row in the listing of foreign languages the 
"Delete" button appears on the right side. You can continue by touching on that button 
before a final confirmation dialog appears. Note that this is your last warning: Attention, 
before you confirm with "Okay" within the dialog, performing this operation erases all the 
data irreversibly related to that particular language.

Fundamentally, the user doesn't need to 
change the specified native language, 
except he emigrates and therefore 
changes his language identity. 
Regardless, if you want to define another 
mother tongue all over again, the app 
deletes all the data priorly entered. 
Before performing any critical operation 
like this, you're asked back, if you're sure 
to continue.

You can rename any language (native 
language, selected foreign language) by 
using the "Rename" button. It's located 
right below the language and country 
code input fields. Renaming a language 
is done without the deletion of any data.

Word Categories

It's important to organize your vocabulary by 
using categories. You're free to define them 
to your liking and requirements for the native 
language, as well as for the selected foreign 
language. After creating a category, it 
becomes instantly available when adding or 
editing a translation of that particular 
language. You should understand them as 
properties of the words or sentences of any 
translation. They provide background 
information about the topic area, word class, 
word application, and learning unit. Their 
primary purpose is to differentiate, group, 
sort, and retrieve various translations.

You're able to define categories for the 
selected foreign language after touching the 
radio button segment "Foreign". Otherwise, 
with the enabled radio button segment 
"Native" you can enter categories for the 



native language. Following that language selection, you can type in any new category 
name in the respective language. After that, you touch on the button "Add New" to add that 
category to the list of categories. You select any particular category, similar to the currently 
used foreign language by choosing the respective row in the listing. Afterward, it's possible 
to rename that selected category by entering another name and touching on the button 
"Rename". Besides, any previously selected category becomes instantly specified for 
querying with the trainer. Last but not least, you should specify the exact position of any 
selected category among all the others.

On the last image, the categories for the foreign language "Deutsch / CH" can be found.

It's helpful to start with applying categories for the word class (like "adj.", "adv.", "verb", 
"noun"). Additionally, categories provide information on precisely determined learning units 
("first certificate", "assessment", "1. sem. exam", ...) Beyond that, categories are capable 
of providing knowledge on literal sense and proper linguistic application ("formal", 
"informal").

An expression, word, or sentence within a translation may use as many word categories of 
the similar language as appropriate. When the native or foreign part of a translation uses 
multiple attached categories, they appear in the dictionary as coma separated 
enumeration. There's a predefined order of the assigned categories, which you can define 
by touching the buttons "Move Closer" or "Move Away".

You might express it according to "cat1, cat2, cat3, ...". For this example, the third category 
("cat3") is further away than the first and second category ("cat1, cat2"). As a result, "cat1" 
is listed before "cat2", which is located over "cat3". The category "cat3" is of less 
importance than "cat2", because it's listed below. Basically: The further away a particular 
category is, the less important that category should be.

Accordingly, in the previous image, the most significant German category is "1. Sem. Test". 
That means that this category holds the first position when being used besides other 
German word categories.

The app automatically attaches every default category to the corresponding word or 
sentence for a new translation. That's done for you so that you don't have to enable them 
yourself. Notice that you can deselect each default category besides the category "*". That 
way, that deselected category isn't used for that particular translation anymore. All default 
categories are emphasized in bold in the settings to distinguish them from a normal 
category. You may use the button "As Default" to declare the selected category as a 
default category. Furthermore, you can change a default category back to an ordinary 
category by using the button "Non-Default".

Every language receives a default category with the name "*", which includes every 
translation into that language. The app automatically associates these corresponding 
categories when adding a translation. You aren't allowed to deselect it, nor could you 
rename it. The app enforces that that category remains the language's least important 
category available.

You can delete a category (row in the list of categories) with a swipe to the left. After 
removing, none of the translations is using that category any longer.



Data Storage 

iCloud Account Settings and Connectivity

You can check an available internet connection, your iCloud 
account status, and iCloud connectivity in the section Data Store 
Options. In this segment of the Setup, there's a status message 
indicating, if an iCloud account exists for synchronizing the data 
and if iCloud Drive, as well as the App VocableBox, are enabled. 
These presets are corresponding to the standard and have to be 
configured within the settings app, if necessary.

It's thereby important to be aware that this status message is only ascertained when 
entering Setup and it isn't updated periodically in order not to waste resources 
unnecessarily. However, every operation that can only be performed after the Internet is 
available, as well as there's connectivity to iCloud, also refreshes the displayed status 
message. As a result, initially, you should check this status message after you receive any 
message dialog, indicating that there's something not working with iCloud.

Overall, there are only a few operations, which are dependent on internet connectivity. 
That's because they need to be instantly synchronized with iCloud to ensure data 
consistency.

After "iCloud synchronizing - internet available" is displayed, this means that everything 
works fine and all changes of the data are instantly synchronized with iCloud. It isn't 
necessary to keep a connection alive so that you can use Vocable Box.

The following operations are dependent on internet connectivity:

- Defining, respectively redefining, the native language
- Deleting a foreign language
- Reinstalling the app with pre-existing iCloud data
- Deleting the entire database
- Import
- Export

These operations are failing after Vocable Box displays the status message "iCloud 
synchronized later - internet unavailable".

Still, you should remind yourself that an internet connection is always mandatory for further 
devices to recognize changes in data. When the Vocable Box app is continuously used on 
only a specific device without internet connectivity (querying vocables, adding entries to 
the dictionary, etc.) that wouldn't be an issue because the app works offline. That single 
device has stored all the changes of the data locally, and therefore acts independently to 
iCloud. As soon as, you receive access to the Internet, you should just launch the app on 
that particular device and give it some time, enabling it to synchronize its changed data 
with the iCloud service.



The status message "iCloud Account missing / iCloud Drive 
disabled - internet available" respectively "iCloud Account missing 
/ iCloud Drive disabled - internet unavailable" is indicating that 
you have a severe iCloud configuration problem, which you have 
to resolve to ensure that the app Vocable Box works correctly.

Open the Settings app on your device and validate first that you're logged in 
with your Apple ID. If that isn't the case after opening the app, then the 
displayed image appears on the very top. Giving you the option to sign in to 
your iPhone. That's 
required to use iCloud, as 
well as further services 
from Apple.

On the image, the iCloud login procedure 
of the user with the Apple ID 
"rayker1982@gmail.com" is illustrated. 
For the credentials enter your username 
and password. Vocable Box can only 
synchronize these of your devices, which 
are using the same Apple ID.

As soon as you're logged in with your 
Apple ID, what should already be the 
case after the installation of your device, 
the following image appears. 
Subsequently, you touch your displayed 
identity (Roman Keller in the illustrated 
image) to meet further iCloud specific 
requirements.



Tap on the point "iCloud", and scroll 
down until you arrive at "iCloud Drive". 
It's required that "iCloud Drive" is 
enabled, as well as that "VocableBox" is 
granted access to it. Resulting in the 
outcome that you have to ensure that 
both checkbox buttons are activated, 
exactly as shown in the figure below. 
After that, the synchronization works 
automatically, and you're ready to use 
the app.

Also, after re-entering "Setup" in Vocable Box, it's confirmed that the synchronization 
works correctly.

This app uses exclusively iCloud, which means that the app stores the entire data amount 
in the cloud at Apple. The Apple service iCloud offers you cloud storage of 5GB for free. 
The most comprehensive dictionary of a single foreign language could reach about 100MB 
in file size. Therefore, you only have to free more available cloud space, when another app 
(e.g. Photos with iCloud Photo Library) uses the entire storage of the cloud exclusively. 
The dictionary, as well as further data (database), are stored on the device locally so that 
only changes in the data have to be transmitted. These changes are usually insignificant in 
file size, what makes the synchronization with the cloud efficient and economical. Although 
the amount of transferred data is small, the mobile provider may demand data charges.

Delete DB

The button "Delete DB" deletes the entire data in Vocable Box. 
Performing such a critical operation, the user has to confirm that he for 
sure intends to continue.



Import/Export Overview

You can export the selected category of the native 
language or the foreign language from Setup into a file 
with the file extension ".vocbox". When you haven’t 
selected a category before executing "Export", then the 
category of all entries of the foreign language "*" gets 
chosen automatically. That means that you’re able to 
export all entries of the dictionary (all translations 
between the selected foreign language and the native 
language).

During the export process, the export configuration wizard appears, which is described in 
detail in the chapter Data Storage: Data Export. After the export is completed the vocable 
file can be found in the export directory "iCloud Drive/VocableBox/Export". You might share 
it with other users from the Mac / PC or by using an iOS device.

The "Import" functionality browses through the directory "iCloud Drive/VocableBox/Import" 
to find vocable box files and starts with downloading any and all files from iCloud Drive. 
Such a file has been copied manually to that respective directory from the Mac / PC, or it 
ends up there automatically, initiated directly on the iOS device by using the "Open in..." 
menu. That's done inside other apps (Email, iMessage, etc.), respectively using AirDrop. 
The automatic approach leads directly to the import configuration wizard.

Whereas after you choose the manual method, Vocable Box checks on the first launch if 
there’s a vocable file in the iCloud Drive Import directory. Additionally, you can anytime 
touch on the button "Import" to initiate an import. After that, you also get to the import 
configuration wizard, which is discussed in depth in the chapter Data Storage: Data Import. 

Last but not least, you should be aware that importing, as well as exporting, is depending 
on internet connectivity.



Data Export

As indicated in the figure, the button 
"Export" leads to the pre-filled form of the 
export configuration wizard.

On the top right in the form, there's the 
name of the data export. It can be changed 
as required. The data export name, which 
is used as file name, has to contain only 
the hyphen, underscore, numbers, and 
letters. Spaces or other non-alphanumeric 
characters are not permitted. Furthermore, 
it needs to be at least 3 characters, as well 
as no more than 36 characters.
Right below in that form, the description of 
the data export is located. Here, you're free 
to use any character available. The 
description needs to be short and concise. 
It needs to contain at least 1 character. If 
you don't want to provide any text, you 
should just use the pre-filled text.
Next in the form on the left column, right 
below the Author title, you enter your 
name. Like before, it's given again that it 
needs to be at least 1 character. In case 
you prefer to stay anonymous, you might 
enter the hyphen char '-'. The text input in 
the export configuration wizard begins with 
your name because it's the only text input 
element without any pre-filled text.

Right beside the author field, in the right column of the form is today's current date. You're 
allowed to leave the date as is or change it to another point in time. Once again, it's 
predefined that the date needs to contain at least 1 character. Thereby, you could use any 
character. Nevertheless, you should take care that you enter a valid date. That's of great 
help after you have exported a particular category multiple times and you want to import 
only the most recent file containing the latest data.



After typing in your name, all necessary 
metadata is complete to continue with the 
next step.
Under the title "Next Step", it's stated 
how the procedure is going to continue. 
In the image, it's listed as "Verify native 
categories and foreign categories to 
export."

Touch the button "☛"  (hand with pointing 
index finger to the right) to continue.

Every native category that has been used 
for translations got already a checkmark 
for the export. These are based on the 
native part of the translations, for which 
the foreign translation parts are attached 
to the exported category "1. Sem. Test".

Here you get the option to deselect the 
native categories, which you don't intend 
to export. Deselected categories are 
going to disappear as soon as this 
vocable box file gets imported. That 
doesn't mean that translations are 
omitted.

This option (adding or removing categories) is usually not needed. It is helpful, to simplify 
category structures (e.g. deselecting of the category "preposition", resp. categories "plural" 
and "singular" for nouns), what may be interesting for educational purposes.

After the native categories, the foreign 
categories for the export are following 
next. The principle is the same as 
already seen before with the native 
categories.

Obviously, the category "1. Sem. Test", 
which gets exported, as well as the 
category of all entries "*", can't be 
deselected.



This image shows you that the export is 
ready for completion. By tapping the button 
"☛" you add the corresponding vocable file 
"cat1SemTest_EN-DE.vocbox" to the 
directory "iCloud Drive/VocableBox/
Export". You can share it from the Mac / 
PC, as well as from the iOS device.

Launch the iCloud Drive app 
on your iOS device and tap 
on the folder "VocableBox".

After that, you open the folder "Export"...

Afterward, you reached the target 
location and can recognize the vocable 
file that has been added on your iOS 
device just this moment. After you touch 
on that file, you receive the opportunity 
for sharing, and you can attach it to an 
Email message.

As an alternative, you can also access it 
by using you Mac / PC.



Data Import

Using AirDrop

After sending a vocable file with AirDrop using the 
Mac or an iOS device, the import configuration wizard 
starts automatically, as soon as the recipient taps on 
the button "Accept".

Like it's illustrated on the right image, you should start with validating the metadata (file 
name, description, author, and date). As a result, this allows you to get an idea of what the 
import is all about. Furthermore, you also see from whom that file is. Under the title "Next 
Step", it's stated with what the assistant continues before the import can be done.

When the assistant finds languages in Vocable Box that are matching the vocable file, then 
the only considerations left are how to proceed with the categories of the native language 
and the foreign language, which are part of the import.

In this example, it's pictured that you have to resolve 11 category-based conflicts first. To 
start with going thorough the conflicts sequentially, you touch the button  "☛".



There are only two possibilities in handling conflicts for every imported category. Either you 
create a new entry, or you map it to an existing category. Note that you only have to make 
this decision on those categories that can't be linked to a matching category entity in 
Vocable Box.

On the image, you can recognize that the 
category "pl" needs your interaction. 
Because you haven't defined a native 
category "pl" yet, the guidance asks you 
how you intend to proceed with this 
category. Be aware that even "plural" 
doesn't exist as a category. Therefore, it 
makes sense to choose the point "Create 
new entry". Quite often, this is the 
appropriate option, which is why it's 
already preselected for categories.

Especially, in the case of word types, it's 
more than likely that you already have a 
corresponding category with a different 
name, which should be used instead of 
creating a new entry.

Alternatively, you can omit an imported 
category entirely by assigning it to 
"Mapped to *'" of the respective language.



During this example, there's already a 
matching category "Graphen beschreiben", 
which should be used in place of "Graphen 
beschr.". If you would create a new entry 
here, there would be two different written 
categories with the same purpose after 
importing.

That wouldn’t be a serious issue, but 
thereafter you’d have to either attach all 
the entries of the first category "Graphen 
beschreiben" to the second one "Graphen 
beschr.", and thereafter delete the first 
category or vice versa.

To spare your time to take care of 
redundant categories, I recommend you 
better take care during the import process. 
The assistant supports you in finding the 
right decision.

After the conflict resolution, tapping on 
the button "☛" leads to the creation of all 
the imported translations. Here, in this 
example, it's going to create "663 
translations" of the subject "Graphen 
beschreiben".

Finally, you're questioned if you want to 
delete the related import file or if you 
prefer to move it to the export directory.

That previous vocable file isn't needed 
anymore after performing the import. 
Though, you might intend to share it with 
others. If you decide to keep that vocable 
file it gets moved to the Export directory, 
which is located at "iCloud Drive/VocableBox/Export".



That's the look of the dictionary right after 
importing. Take notice that the foreign 
language based category "Graphen 
beschreiben" has been used, so that 
everything is structured impeccably.

Using Email

Naturally, you can use Email to share 
vocable files.



In doing so, you can touch and hold on 
the attachment in the Email, until the 
"Open In..." dialog appears. After that, 
you choose the option "Copy to 
VocableBox", by which the import 
configuration wizard shows up 
automatically.

In this example, I've mistakenly received 
the wrong file via Email. That means that 
my used native language English / US 
isn't matching the import file's native 
language Deutsch / CH. If that hasn't 
been noticed by the user, or if the 
metadata doesn't provide sufficient 
information on the used native language 
and foreign language, that circumstance 
becomes later even clearer. Under the 
paragraph "Next Step" is stated, "Found 
2 language-base conflicts to resolve 
next...". By touching the button "☛", I 
begin with determining these conflicts.

The soon to be imported foreign language 
is listed as English / US, what is equal to 
my already defined native language in 
Vocable Box. Fundamentally, it isn't 
permitted to map the foreign language of 
the import file to the currently used native 
language.



Because this exact language (English / 
US) already exists as the given native 
language, no new foreign language 
(English / US) can be added to enforce 
data consistency. Each language must 
be available only once - being unique so 
to speak. It's also nonsense to map the 
foreign entries in English of the vocable 
file to the foreign entries in German of 
Vocable Box to avoid mixing two 
languages.

Therefore, the only reasonable solution 
is to tap the button "Abort". 

Normally, I'd delete this file immediately 
because it doesn't fit into the given data 
structure (native language - foreign 
language configuration is reversely 
defined in Vocable Box). However, I will 
keep it first, to show you how the import 
configuration assistant behaves after 
using a different mother tongue.

For this purpose, I rename the native 
language from English / US to English / 
GB. After that, I start the import 
procedure again. The vocable file, which 
has been used before, remains in the 
import directory. As a result, tapping the 
button "Import" is sufficient to advance 
with the import configuration wizard once 
more.

It isn't astonishing that the assistant finds 
again 2 language-based conflicts.



But this time there's the opportunity to 
create a new foreign language entry for 
the imported language English / US 
because the native language of Vocable 
Box is now English / GB.

After choosing the option "Create new 
entry" the procedure is continued with the 
button "☛". That leads to the second 
language-based conflict…

The imported native language is German 
/ CH but the pre-defined native language 
of Vocable Box is English / GB.

This fact is a problem that can't be 
resolved. It has to guide the user to the 
decision to abort the import process and 
delete the vocable file that doesn't fit.



Aids for text input 

The 
predictive 
keyboard 
returns word 
proposals for 
the currently 
typed in text 

for the native language, as well as the foreign 
language. Using this feature shortens the 
length of time to input text by trying to predict 
the word you're currently typing in. As soon 
as anyone of the three predicted word 
suggestions is equal to the word you're 
currently typing, you don't have to type on the 
keyboard further on. It's sufficient to just 
touch on that matching word prediction (e.g. 
"proposal" on the image). After that, it isn't 
necessary to remove the additional space 
after the inserted word. The app already 
handles that for you. Otherwise, after the app 
hasn't been able to predict your word yet, you 
progress with typing the next missing letter. 
After enabling this feature, you can find these 
three word suggestions right above the 
keyboard.

Since iOS 10 it isn't required to change the language of the keyboard 
repeatedly by touching the globe symbol to receive word predictions in the 
respective language. Newly, the keyboard automatically changes the 
language between your two most widespread used languages. Supported 
are German, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, as well as 
English and Chinese on the Pinyin keyboard.



As an alternative to using the predictive keyboard, it's 
possible to check the spelling of the text during input. 

Thereby, the app automatically detects typos 
or misspellings in the text and uses text 
bubbles to show you the corrected version of 
your text. After touching such a bubble, 
respectively "Enter" on the keyboard, the 
misspelled word gets replaced by the 
proposed text in the bubble.

You could enable both features (predictive keyboard, spell check) independently for the 
native language and the foreign language if need be. Although in theory, you could use 
both features simultaneously, it isn't a recommended that way. From an educational point 
of view it's totally fine, and perhaps even preferable, to do it all yourself without any text 
input aids.

In-App Purchases / Restore

You can extensively try out Vocable Box, and 
therefore it offers you a maximum of 50 
translations for each defined foreign language 
for free. In case any of your languages needs 
more than 50 translations than it's obligatory 
that you purchase at least the package "1 
Language" to unlock that limitation for that 
language. You can acquire any language 
support package through in-app purchasing 
by toggling the button and providing your 
credentials for initiating the purchase.

All in-app purchases aren't subscription based, but single time payments. Each bought 
package can be restored on multiple devices of the same user. For that purpose, you can 
use the button "Restore" on each device.

With one purchased language available, it doesn't matter which one of the defined foreign 
languages consists of more than 50 translations. That implies that without additional costs 
another foreign language may use more than 50 translations. That's achievable, as soon 
as you delete sufficient translations from that first foreign language so that it doesn't 
include more than 50 translations. In addition to that, you can remove that first foreign 
language entirely. Both of these actions result in the freedom to use another foreign 
language with an unlimited number of translations.



Take note that you can combine the package "1 Language" with the package "3 
Languages", resulting in 4 languages with support for more than 50 translations. Beyond 
that, you can get rid of this restriction by purchasing the package "Infinite Languages".

Dictionary

The dictionary is organized by the 
expressions in the foreign -, respectively 
native language, based on the previous 
radio button selection "Foreign" or 
"Native". Thereby, the app uses the 
specified languages, which you should 
have already defined in setup.

After enabling the segment "Foreign", 
you find the foreign words or sentences 
of the translations ("Deutsch / CH") in the 
left column of the dictionary. Also, you 
can check out the back-translation of all 
the entries in the right column, written in 
the native language ("English / US"). In 
the middle column between the left part 
and the right part of every translation, an 
arrow shows you the enabled translation 
direction. For each entry, right below that 
arrow, you can look for the percentage, 
which declares how accurately you're 
able to retranslate that translation. In 
Vocable Box that's done using the 
trainer. As you see, these percentages 
define your current ability to memorize 
the correct translations (right column).

Using this specification (segment "Foreign") means that you're foremost interested in the 
foreign language. The expression, which can be entered into the text input field "Search 
Dictionary ...", considers only the left column of the translations. Consequently, for this 
case, only the foreign expressions are being searched for matching with your entered 
term.

Otherwise, when using the segment "Native", the dictionary is organized starting with the 
native translation parts. As a result, they're in the left column, followed by the foreign 
translation parts in the right column. The direction of the translation, starting with the native 
language and ending with the foreign language (the arrow with percentage), corresponds 
to a forward translation. This configuration (segment "Native") means that you're first 
interested in the native language. Furthermore, the text input field "Search Dictionary..." 
only browses through the native translation parts.



On the image, the term "guil" has been 
entered to search, what leads to two hits.

After touching the button "All 
Languages", the app uses all foreign 
languages altogether. After enabling, the 
dictionary involves every translation that 
you have added so far. On the image 
provided, the toggle "All Languages" is 
disabled (grayed out) because there’s 
only one foreign language available in 
setup.

You can delete any displayed translation (a row in the listing of all dictionary entries) by 
swiping to the left.

Button + for Adding New Translations

You touch on the button "+" to add new translations to the dictionary. Each new entry is 
using the languages specified in setup. You find the button "+" above the dictionary on the 
very left side. Depending on your previous dictionary organization (Segment "Foreign", 
respectively "Native"), the first translation part is the foreign word or sentence, respectively 
the native part.

After entering the text of the left text 
column (on the image "to plead guilty"), 
you press "Enter" to continue. 
Subsequently, the cursor advances to 
the right column. When you're using a 
hardware keyboard, you may use "Tab" 
instead to move the text input cursor 
around.

After that, you provide the text of the 
right column ("seine Schuld zu geben"), 
and again finalize the text input by 
pressing "Enter".

Whenever inputting text on a small screen device 
and there isn't enough space to fully display the 
whole word, you might rotate the device to 
landscape. This way, there's a bit more room 
available, what makes the input easier to handle.

After entering both translation parts, Vocable Box subsequently checks if the newly 
created entry matches an existing translation. If that isn't the case, the status message 
"Changes Made" appears. Besides, the button "Define" becomes activated.



Subsequently, you should consider all 
the appropriate word categories to 
describe the foreign - and native 
translation parts adequately. You can 
enable or disable attached categories to 
your preference. Furthermore, you could  
create new categories in setup before 
returning to the dictionary. Vocable Box 
marks all attached categories with a 
green check mark. Notice that the app 
highlights default categories in bold 
format. They're automatically enabling at 
the very beginning. Nevertheless, they 
can be disabled if need be. On the image 
presented, the German default category 
"1. Sem. Test" is activated. Besides, the 
foreign category "Verb", as well as "verb" 
in the mother tongue, should also 
become assigned by touching the 
corresponding rows. Besides that, the 
app always attaches to both parts of the 
translation the language's category of all 
entries "*". These particular categories 
aren't completely visible on the image 
provided.

Finally, you add the created entry to the 
dictionary by using the button "Define".

Below each text input column on the 
very left side, there's the paste button 
(clipboard symbol), which you can use to 
replace the text of the respective text 
column with the text content of your 
clipboard (e.g. "sich schuldig 
bekennen").

In situations, where you want to input 
alternate translations for either the 
foreign or native translation entry, it's 
sufficient to use the delete button (x 
symbol), which you could locate in the 
middle below each text input column. 
That way, for example, the last English 
translation part used "to plead guilty", 
can receive the additional translation 
"auf schuldig plädieren" very efficiently.



If you intend to add further translations, which aren't related to the last entry defined, you 
should use the button "Clear All". When touched, it deletes all the content to start over 
anew.

After the definition of all new entries, the button "< Back" leads you back to the dictionary.

Button Edit for Editing Multiple Translations

You use the button "Edit" to change any 
existing translation of the dictionary. 
Before doing that, you can select all the 
translations for editing by touching them. 
The dictionary shows you all enabled 
translations with a green check mark. On 
the image provided, the English word 
translations based on "für schuldig 
befunden" and "schuldig gesprochen" 
are selected, besides others.



As next step, you can make your 
changes in the foreign - or native 
translation parts, respectively the 
assigned categories. If you're done, don't 
forget to save each modified translation 
by using the button "Define".

In the situation, where you don't approve 
any changed foreign - or native entry, 
you can revert each respective text input 
column to the previously defined state. 
That's done using the reload button 
(circled arrow symbol), which you can 
find under each text input column on the 
very right side.

As provided by the images of this 
example, some translations are edited to 
receive the newly created category 
"Recht", respectively "law".

After you've changed the displayed 
translation, the button "☛" (hand with 
pointing index finger to the right) leads 
you to the next following translation. One 
arrives back to the previous translation 
by using the button "☚"  (hand with 
pointing index finger to the left).



Alternatively, if you don't pick any records 
beforehand, then all the displayed 
translation in the stated order are being 
chosen. On the image, the search term 
"für schuldig" has been used to find all 
appropriate translations to edit.

Subsequently, all three matching 
translations are being edited, so that 
each translation part becomes attached 
to the category "Verb", respectively 
"verb".

Button Filter for Filtering by Category, Sorting of Entries

According to the default specification, the dictionary orders it's entries based on the 
alphabet. It doesn't filter the visible entries by applying a word category as default 
specification. No filtering of translations means that the app uses the filter category of all 
entries of the native -, respectively foreign language "*".

You're able to setup these two criteria (sorting, filtering) by touching the button "Filter", 
which you can find above of the dictionary at the far right.



On the image, all translations of the 
dictionary are sorted by choosing the 
entries with the weakest knowledge first. 
The filter category remains on all the 
entries of the native language "*". The 
image shows you how the dictionary is 
going to look like after setting up these 
two criteria.

Notice that the trainer has never 
prompted the first three visible vocables 
on the top, named "seine Schuld zu 
geben", "sich schuldig bekennen", and 
"überführt". As a result, the stated 
percentage of the user's current 
knowledge of these three entries equals 
to 0 percent.

Sorting Options

"Alphabet"
The dictionary sorts its listed entries by the alphabet. After switching the chosen foreign 
language in setup, or changing the organization of the dictionary (radio button segments 
"Foreign", "Native"), this sorting option becomes automatically re-enabled. That's also the 
default sorting specification after launching the app.

"Knowledge: Weakest first"
The dictionary orders its entries by utilizing the percentage of knowledge. Thereby, the first 
ones listed are those entries with the lowest chance of remembering the correct 
translation. Speaking of either the weakest of words or simply new translations, which the 
user will most likely translate wrong.

"Knowledge: Strongest first"
All the entries with the largest percentage are occurring first in the dictionary. These 
vocables are well trained and offer the greatest chance of memorizing their translations 
correctly.



"Training: Longtime Not Checked"
It starts with all those entries, which the 
user hasn't trained, or edited, for the 
longest duration. This sorting 
specification is suitable to overview 
vocables, which haven't been prompted 
by the trainer for a very long time.

"Training: Recently Checked"
The first listed entries are those, which 
the user has recently retrieved, or 
changed. The app automatically applies 
this sorting sequence after the learning 
process with the trainer. It does that as a 
way to visualize the learning unit in the 
dictionary.

"Entry: Oldest First"
The entries, which the dictionary lists on 
the top, are all the translations with the 
oldest creation or mutation date. It's 
important to be aware that the training of 
these translations doesn't have any 
influence on the order of this sequence.

"Entry: Newest First"
The listing of the dictionary begins with 
all the entries, which the user has been 
just added, respectively recently edited. 
Again, it's valid that the user's retrieval of 
these translations with the trainer doesn't 
affect the order of this sequence.

Filter by Word Category

You can request the dictionary only to list the translations, which are using a specified 
word category. This filter category is either associated with the native - or foreign language 
given. Thereby, after you enable the dictionary option "All Languages", and additionally 
have created multiple foreign languages in setup, a foreign language based filter category 
can't be specified anymore. Nevertheless, the filtering based on a native category remains 
an option when using multiple foreign languages at once.



Summary

The summary shows you your current 
state of correctly remembering all the 
translations of each category, which you 
have used for translations. It doesn't 
matter if it's associated with the foreign - 
or native language.

The stated percentage is equal to the 
average chance of accurately 
memorizing all representing translations, 
which you have assigned to that 
particular category. In the given situation 
where you haven't used a category, it 
doesn't show up in summary.

The enabled radio button "Foreign" 
specifies that the translation direction is a 
backward translation. Such a translation 
starts with the foreign language and 
leads to the native language. Contrarily, 
the radio button "Native" specifies that 
it's a forward translation, originating from 
the mother tongue it's translated to the 
foreign language.

The summary delivers you information from which of the existing categories you can 
memorize the translation of the vocables pretty well and which areas of the dictionary you 
should definitively repeat to improve. It provides you valuable feedback on your strengths 
and weaknesses. On top of that, it also enables you to keep track of your learning 
progress.

For example on the image is apparent, that 29 percent of all translations can be correctly 
back translated so far. The worst of all the categories is "Recht" with only 8 percent 
probability of a successful reverse translation up to this point in time. Furthermore, the 
summary states that this mentioned category contains eight attached translations.



Trainer

With the trainer, you retrieve translations 
of any word category. Doing so, it makes 
use of the native language, as well as 
the selected foreign language according 
to the setup.

Before the training begins, you specify 
your desired direction of translation. After 
you enable the radio button segment, " ➮ 
Foreign", the trainer uses forward 
translation. When using that direction of 
translation the source word or sentence 
is presented to you in the native 
language. From there, the trainer 
requests you to translate that source 
word or sentence into the foreign 
language. When you enable the segment 
" ➮ Native", the trainer changes that 
direction to a back translation. Resulting 
in the outcome, in which the trainer 
shows you the source word or sentence 
in the foreign language. From that point 
on, the trainer asks you for the correct 
translation of that vocable into the native 
language.

As you can see in the header section of the picture, the source word or sentence using the 
enabled direction of translation is given in "English / US". The target word or sentence, for 
which the user should memorize the correct translation, is required in "Deutsch / CH".

After defining the direction of translation, you choose any native- or foreign word category 
to be queried next with the trainer. The trainer uses the category of all entries of the source 
language "*" as default at first execution. By using the buttons "☚" and "☛" you can 
change that word category sequentially. Therefore, you touch any of these two buttons for 
so long, until your category of choice appears. After every category of a language has 
been traversed by using the button "☛", it continues with all the categories of the other 
language. As a result, you're able to train both translation directions, even if the category 
you want to retrieve is based on only one language (e.g. the German word category "1. 
Sem. Test").

That process of traversing until the right category appears isn't necessary at all. That's 
because you can select that category in setup, whereafter it also appears in the trainer.



Order of Retrieval

"Random Order"
The order of the retrieved vocables is randomized. You might want to query a particular 
category, like for example "1. Sem. Test", with the option "Random Order" enabled. As a 
consequence, the trainer shuffles all the entries of the respective category every time 
again, what advances the learning process. Furthermore, this order is valuable to query 
the category of all entries "*" to study any random vocable collection. By the way, this 
exact learning unit can later be checked again by using the order option "Recently 
Checked". You should repeat this collection for so long until you memorize every vocable's 
translation very well.

"Weakest Words First"
The order of the queried translations is determined, rather than created by chance. It starts 
with all the translations with the lowest percentage of knowledge. These vocables have the 
least chance of a correct translation. As a result, this specification is the most challenging 
approach. That's because you either have never been prompted these vocables before or 
have previously had your difficulties memorizing their translations correctly. Either way, this 
sequence represents a stress-test, which handles the most difficult subjects, which aren't 
learned well enough, first.

"Strongest Words First"
It begins with the vocables, offering the highest percentage of being correctly 
remembered. You remind the translations of these vocables excellently, and as a result, it 
shouldn't be challenging at all. This sequence works the same way as a relax-test, which 
gets going with the simplest tasks.

"Longtime Not Checked"
It starts with the translations, which you haven't trained for the longest period. Every 
translation you add into the dictionary, as well as every edited translation, counts the same 
way as being retrieved by the trainer. This specification is especially useful for the category 
of all words and sentences "*". That's because it's a way to repeat vocables, which you 
haven't checked for ages. Take note that the direction of the translation doesn't have an 
influence on the evaluation, if a particular vocable hasn't been checked for a very long 
time.

"Recently Checked"
The trainer picks all the translation, which you have most recently retrieved, in the first 
place. Once more, it's valid that, an added or edited translation counts as being checked 
with the trainer. This specification for the category of all entries "*" is essential to repeat the 
last learning unit. It's insignificant, which direction of translation you have recently used for 
the training. That means for this option that the same vocables, which you have recently 
translated into the foreign language can also be translated into the native language or vice 
versa.

"Entry: Oldest First"
The trainer prompts all the translations with the oldest creation - or mutation date at the 
very beginning. You have added or edited these vocables a very long time ago. It's 
important to understand that your last retrieval of these vocables with the trainer doesn't 
have an influence on the order.



"Entry: Newest First"
Initially, the trainer queries all the translations, which have the newest creation - or 
mutation date. You have recently added, respectively edited, these translations. Again, the 
order is all about the modification date of the translation, and not its last query with the 
trainer.

Limit

The word limit specifies how many translations of your chosen word category you're going 
to be prompted by the trainer before the training session closes.

Training of the Vocables

The button "Start Training" starts with 
checking the vocables, which are 
matching the specified preferences (the 
direction of translation, the category to 
query, the order of retrieval, the limit).

During the training, the trainer presents 
you the current source word or sentence 
(the front of the flashcard). After that, you 
attempt to translate that vocable into the 
target word or sentence in the head (the 
back of the flashcard). After your effort of 
reminding, you may use the button 
"Check Solution". Alternatively, you can 
also touch the display at any place 
outside of the rectangle, below the title 
row.



Subsequently, the trainer provides you 
the correct solution, possibly followed by 
further translations of the same source 
vocable. After that, you compare the 
actual solution (the first translation 
provided with a leading non-dotted 
arrow) with your found translation of the 
vocable. If your answer is correct, you 
use the button "Right" to mark that given 
vocable as correctly translated. 
Otherwise, when your solution is 
incorrect, you use the button "Wrong" 
instead.

The button "Discard" leads you back to 
the training setup screen from before 
without saving your previous results 
(assessments "Right" or "Wrong" up to 
this point). Accordingly, the button "Save" 
saves all your previous results and 
returns to the dictionary. You're free to 
use both buttons to return immediately 
before the trainer reaches its limit. Other 
than that, the training stops and the app 
automatically saves all your results, as 
soon as you reach the limit.

When the trainer saves your translation results, the app calculates your current know-how 
of the queried vocables by considering the direction of translation. Each vocable, which 
you have previously rated as right or wrong, gets updated to represent its new percentage.

Furthermore, the dictionary provides you eventually an overview of the trained learning 
unit. You should always repeat all the wrong translated vocables. Those entries, which you 
have translated falsely, are highlighted in red. On the other hand, those entries, for which 
you have found the correct translation, are emphasized in green.



In the case the 
trainer 
unintentionally 
provides you the 
solution of a 
vocable, before you 
have even tried to 
translate the source 
word or sentence, 
the button "Skip" 
ignores that vocable 
by treating it as 
unanswered 
(neither "Right" nor 
"Wrong"). You might 
also want to use the 
button "Skip", if a 
particular vocable 
has multiple 
translations, and 
instead of finding 
the demanded 
solution, you have 
found an alternate 
solution (translations with a preceding dotted arrow). Nevertheless, after you've found 
most alternative translations besides the demanded solution, it's recommended to declare 
that particular vocable as correctly answered.

For example, the 
displayed images 
are showing you the 
requested solution 
for the source word 
"für schuldig 
befunden", which is 
the target word 
"found guilty". 
Assuming that the 
user has found the 
alternate solution 
"convicted", then it's 
perfectly reasonable 
that he uses the 
button "Skip". 
Otherwise, when 
the user additionally 
found the further 
translation "proved 
to be guilty" it’s fine 
to use the "Right" 
button instead.

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/additionally.html

